
Security cameras  are a great tool for protecting vacation properties.

Being unoccupied for long periods of time, vacation homes tend to be

more susceptible to theft, burglary, and vandalism. A video surveillance

system installed at your cabin, condo or beach house will help keep

your property safe when you’re not around.
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ECLIPSE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
FOR YOUR VACATION HOME

VACATION HOME SURVEILLANCE

T H E  L O G I C A L  C H O I C E



Easy of Install – Todays HD security cameras are very

easy to install. Many of the systems can be self-impleme

nted easily by using a single cable to interconnect your

camera and digital video recorder.

 

Monitoring Remotely – DVRs (digital video recorders)

and NVRs (network video recorders) allow you to

transmit your surveillance camera video over the

internet. You can use any PC, Mac, iPhone or Android

device to see live video and even perform playback,

providing the ability to keep tabs on your property at any

time, from practically anywhere in the world. Recent

enhancements even allow you to receive push

notifications directly to your smartphone, alerting you of

unwanted visitors. These features allow you to easily

safeguard, as well as monitor your property, regardless of

your physical location.

 

Theft Deterrence - Having conspicuously placed

surveillance cameras helps to discourage would-be

thieves and vandals. In the event that your home is

indeed burglarized, video security footage will prove to

be crucial in regards to being able to identify and

prosecute the perpetrators.

 

 

VACATION HOME CCTV BENEFITS



 

 

Damage – Weather can cause major damage to your

security cameras. It's imperative you install cameras

designed and rated for outdoor use.

 

Theft and Vandalism - Cameras that are physically

accessible to potential thieves are often times easy

targets. Criminals will try to damage, obscure, or remove

the cameras in an attempt to avoid being identified.

Consider using vandal-proof cameras to mitigate the

likelihood of your system being compromised.

 

Power Outages – Power outages or electrical surges can

inflict irreparable hardware damage to your security

system, they can also cause interruptions in video

recording. We suggest that you take adequate measures

to safeguard your security system using properly spec'd

out battery backup and power conditioning peripherals. 

 

RISKS OF VACATION HOME SECURITY CAMERAS



All exit and entry doors, as well as windows should have security cameras

installed nearby. This ensures that everyone who enters and exits your

home is recorded.

Consider your valuables, items such as art, electronics and all other

valuable, easily transportable belongings, should be monitored at all times

with a fixed security camera placed nearby.

The outside of your home is very important. If you have high ticket items

(jetskis, boats, golf clubs, skis, etc) stored on your property, consider

locating security cameras oriented towards covering these areas of

concern. 

Not all vacation homes are alike. These properties can vary widely in size, type,

and location, which in turn means they will all have unique security needs.

Here are some things to consider when choosing and configuring your

surveillance system:

 

What is the primary threat to your property?

 

Consider your neighborhood, is the crime rate significant enough to cause

you apprehension in regards to the overall security of your vacation home?

 

Have your neighbors had any recent occurrences of vandalism or robberies?

 

Is your vacation home particularly susceptible to break-ins or theft?

 

Vacation Home Camera Setup Advice
 

 

 

 

 

VACATION HOME CAMERA CONFIGURATION



HD over Coax

Eclipse Security solutions offer unparalleled surveillance systems that
implement artificial intelligence, 4K video recording and push
notifications that alert you when an alarm is triggered. Our solutions allow
vacation home owners to be at ease knowing they have a solid layer of
protection to help deter would-be criminals. These solutions include:
 

 

 

 

Eclipse CMS: Free , fully scalable ,

centralized software allows vacation

home owners to monitor , playback and

manage video from any PC .

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analog HD: Eclipse Analog HD

allows home owners to upgrade to

high resolution video and images

quickly by taking advantage of

existing legacy cabling .

IP Cameras: Eclipse offers the best

in network IP cameras with high

resolution in 4k . We offer various

models that are aesthetically

pleasing while producing amazing

results .

 

 

 

Starlight: Our Starlight cameras offer

full Color at Night . Color allows for

you to better identify and document

possible criminals and incidents

when they occur .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storage: Eclipse recorders offer long term storage that is stored locally

at your residence . You can record months at minimal costs without

having to pay for cloud storage or risk hacking .

Mobile Apps: Eclipse View app offers real-time remote viewing from

anywhere in the world . Receive real-time push notifications when

motion or event occurs allowing you to instantly see live video or

playback of the incident .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR VACATION HOME SECURITY CAMERAS

Toll-Free: +1 888-422-8826 (U.S. and Canada)
Email: sales@eclipsecctv.com
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Eclipse Security solutions offer unparalleled surveillance systems that
implement artificial intelligence, 4K video recording and push
notifications that alert you when an alarm is triggered. Our solutions allow
vacation home owners to be at ease knowing they have a solid layer of
protection to help deter would-be criminals. These solutions include:
 

 

 

 

Eclipse CMS: Free , fully scalable ,

centralized software allows vacation

home owners to monitor , playback and

manage video from any PC .

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analog HD: Eclipse Analog HD

allows home owners to upgrade to

high resolution video and images

quickly by taking advantage of

existing legacy cabling .

IP Cameras: Eclipse offers the best

in network IP cameras with high

resolution in 4k . We offer various

models that are aesthetically
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Starlight: Our Starlight cameras offer

full Color at Night . Color allows for

you to better identify and document

possible criminals and incidents
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Storage: Eclipse recorders offer long term storage that is stored locally

at your residence . You can record months at minimal costs without

having to pay for cloud storage or risk hacking .

Mobile Apps: Eclipse View app offers real-time remote viewing from

anywhere in the world . Receive real-time push notifications when

motion or event occurs allowing you to instantly see live video or

playback of the incident .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


